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In this talk I will present joint work with Peter Ackema (University of Edinburgh) on verb clusters like the one in 
(1a), which occur alongside examples like (1b). 
 
(1) a.  Mooi       om  dit  concert  te  kunnen hebben meemaken!  
      beautiful for  this concert  to  can        have      experience  
       ‘Great to have been able to experience this concert!’ 
                 b.  Mooi       om dit  concert   te  hebben kunnen meemaken! 
                      beautiful for this concert   to  have      can    experience 

 
The remarkable thing about clusters of this type is that they display 2-1-3 order. Thus, the example in (1a) expresses, 
like (1b), that is great to have been able to experience this concert, not that it is great to be able to have experienced 
this concert (which hardly seems coherent), nor that it great that there is a possibility that the speaker has experienced 
this concert. These semantic considerations suggests that the cluster cannot be analyzed as having 1-2-3 order, a 
conclusion confirmed by two further observations. (i) In finite examples, the modal cannot undergo verb-second 
(see (2b)). This is expected if the modal is verb 2. (ii) The structure requires IPP. Verb 3 cannot show up as a 
participial (see (2c)), and neither can the modal (see (2d)), suggesting that the auxiliary does not select verb 3, but 
rather the combination of verb 3 and the modal. 
 
(2) a.   Mooi       dat  we dit   concert   kunnen hebben meemaken!  
       beautiful that we this  concert  can         have      experience 
                      ‘Great that we have been able to experience this concert!’ 
 b.  *Gelukkig kunnen we dit   concert hebben meemaken. 

        happily   can         we this concert have    experience 
                 c.  *Mooi       dat  we dit   concert kunnen hebben  meegemaakt! 
                        beautiful that we this  concert can         have     experience.PPLE 
                 d.  *Mooi       dat  we dit  concert gekund  hebben meemaken! 
                        beautiful that we this concert can.PPLE have      experience 

 
2-1-3 orders are not normally allowed in Dutch and are highly unusual crosslinguistically (see Abels 2016 and 
Wurmbrand 2017). As Wurmbrand puts it “the distribution of the 2-1-3 order is very restricted, and […] it is barely 
found with the core verb cluster elements (modals and auxiliaries) […]”. Yet, the structure is grammatical in our 
Dutch and robustly attested on Google. 

The structure has several other remarkable features. (i) verb 1 must be hebben ‘have’. (ii) Neither verb 1 
nor verb 2 can be in focus. (iii) Verb 1 must surface as an infinitive. (iv) Verb 2 must surface as an infinitive or a 
plural present-tense finite verb (which is identical in form to the infinitive), or it must remain uninflected (which is 
the form that modals obligatorily assume in the first- and third-person singular present tense and optionally in the 
second-person singular present tense). I will argue that at least some of the peculiarities of examples like (1) can 
be understood if the 2-1-3 order is derived by a post- syntactic inversion rule, thus preserving the insight in Abels 
2016 that core syntactic mechanisms are unable to generate 2-1-3 clusters. 
 


